
ARTIST RESIDENCY & CO-PRODUCTION 

4DSOUND INSTRUMENT

Collaborating with over 150 artists, together we
have pushed the boundaries of this innovative
technology, becoming the leading studio in the
world producing and presenting works in
4DSOUND. Our partnerships and community span
a wide spectrum of festivals, institutions and
collectives, enabling us to share these pioneering
experiences,  within Berlin and internationally

OPEN CALL 2023/24

Founded in 2017, MONOMs headquarters in Berlin is
home to the original 4DSOUND system, an intuitive
spatial instrument that projects audio holograms in
which sound is not heard as coming from speakers,
rather, sounds appear in space as entities with a
tangible physical presence, depth and
dimensionality.

ABOUT MONOM BERLIN

BERLIN

4DSOUND Systems are spatial sound instruments
with the ability to project Sound Holograms; sonic
vibrations articulated through controlled
dimension, position, movement, resolution and
interaction within space. This renders vivid
listening areas without a ‘sweetspot’ in which
sound is not heard as coming from speakers,
rather, sounds appear in space as entities with a
tangible physical presence, depth and
dimensionality.

https://spatialsoundinstitute.com/P_Sound-Holograms


Involved in various disciplines where sound
creation and research are crucial to their growth
and professional work. 
Exploring  ecological perspectives and
environmental issues. 
Engaged in the scientific, technical, political, or
cultural studies of sound environments. 
We are mostly interested in funding the creation of
new work. Only in rare occasions we subsidize the
spatialization of an existing work.

We welcome proposals from individuals and groups : 

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

APPLICATION PROFILE: 

In this pilot program, MONOM invests in-kind by covering 50% of the project development costs for selected
projects. 

SCHEDULE OPTIONS:

Session 1: 9:00 - 13:00
Session 2: 13:00 - 17:00
Session 3: 17:00 - 21:00

Mon - Fri (weekends on request)
4-hour sessions per day. 
Sessions available:

WHAT WE PROVIDE:
Introduction to the 4DSOUND system.
Complimentary software license for one year.
Full - time spatial sound technical support.
Inclusion in MONOM's spatial sound archive.
Unmixed binaural recording and multichannel
recording for the artist's use.
A 1-hour listening session for friends and family
(up to 30 people) for residencies lasting 40
hours.
Water, coffee, and tea provided during the
residency.

BERLIN

APPLY HERE

COST:
Minimum of 20 hours to create a new sound work
provided you prepare in advance.  
We recommend 40 hours.

MONOM Berlin hourly rate including senior spatial
sound engineer: 200€ 
40 hours: 200€ x 40 =8000€
MONOM 50% grant: -4000€
TOTAL: 4000€ +VAT 

ARTIST RESIDENCIES FOCUS ON
RESEARCH AND CREATION. FOR
PROJECTS REQUIRING PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE, MONOM OFFERS VENUE
SERVICES WITH SEPARATE CONTRACTS
AND FEES. MENTION THIS IN YOUR
RESIDENCY APPLICATION FOR A TAILORED
QUOTE.

https://forms.gle/iaK8xbQG1YzBGyvi6

